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ABSTRACT
There have been a number of techniques that have demon-
strated the generation of multimedia data for one modality at
a time using GANs, such as the ability to generate images,
videos, and audio. However, so far, the task of multi-modal
generation of data, specifically for audio and videos both, has
not been sufficiently well-explored. Towards this, we pro-
pose a method that demonstrates that we are able to gener-
ate naturalistic samples of video and audio data by the joint
correlated generation of audio and video modalities. The pro-
posed method uses multiple discriminators to ensure that the
audio, video, and the joint output are also indistinguishable
from real-world samples. We present a dataset for this task
and show that we are able to generate realistic samples. This
method is validated using various standard metrics such as In-
ception Score, Frechet Inception Distance (FID) and through
human evaluation.
Index Terms— Audio-video generation, cross-modal
learning
1. INTRODUCTION
In the real world, different modalities of the same data are
highly correlated. Video-audio pairs are one such example.
Recent work has extensively explored the generation of data
such as audio, video (without the corresponding audio), and
text. These methods consider the single modality genera-
tion problem either in the form of unconditional generation or
conditional generation. Meta information provided for con-
ditional generation can be the class label or one of the other
modalities. Cross model generation focuses on the latter form
of conditional generation. The former is known as single
modality generation, such as audio generation or video gen-
eration, which generate the required modality independently.
One of the major drawbacks of these methods is that they do
not consider that audio and video streams of the same data
are highly correlated and could be generated jointly both ben-
efiting each other. Most multimedia synchronization methods
developed in the past have dealt with uni-modal streams and
consider only audio data or video data. Recently, there have
been a few works [1, 2] that aim to solve cross-modal gen-
eration. However, they generate a single image frame for an
audio duration and hence fail in real-world video generation
as they do not generate a sequence of image frames (i.e. a
real video signal) corresponding to the synchronized audio.
The interaction between audio and vision, despite seeing trac-
tion as of late, is still largely unexplored. In order to solve
Fig. 1. Illustration of collaborative generation of audio-video
pairs using joint discriminators.
the problem effectively, we propose a collaborative learning
framework that uses adversarial models to ensure that there
is out of sample generalization. Specifically, we incorporate
multiple discriminators to ensure that the samples generated
individually for each modality are realistic. Figure 1 shows
our proposed framework.
The exact problem that we want to tackle has not been
explored precisely and therefore we did not have a dataset
directly applicable to our task. Hence, we composed two
novel datasets - Hand Motion Music Dataset (HMMD) and
Sub-URMP-video dataset (the latter by modifying an exist-
ing dataset). These datasets are primarily related to musical
instruments, and through these datasets, we explore the ac-
curate joint-modal correspondence between audio and video
signals. To summarize, we make the following main contribu-
tions in this work: 1) We propose a joint collaborative audio-
video generation module that uses noise as a latent vector.
2) We provide an audio-video multimodal dataset comprising
specifically chosen videos where audio is a direct outcome of
the motion (actions) happening in the video frames. 3) We
formulate the joint audio-video generation training problem
in an adversarial framework and achieve promising results.
2. RELATED WORK
Generative adversarial networks [3] is one of the unsuper-
vised techniques that maps low dimensional latent features to
high dimensional data. Various architectures have been sug-
gested for generating images using GANs [4, 5, 6, 7]. These
image generation architectures have also been extended for
video generation. MoCoGAN [8] proposes to solve the video






















tor. The work in generation is not only limited to the visual
modality, but it also extended for other modalities such as
music [9, 10] and speech generation [11, 12, 13]. For in-
stance, SEGAN [14] uses and adversarial framework to gen-
erate speech signals. Van et al. [15] introduced a WaveNet
model based on an autoregressive method to predict raw au-
dio samples. Engel et al. [16] used an auto-encoder model in
WaveNet to generate musical instrument sounds. Other multi-
modal generation frameworks that have been proposed in the
space of audio-visual modalities are [1, 2, 17, 18]. Most of
the above audio generation works are based on conditional
generation conditioned on an image frame of the correspond-
ing video. Recently, several approaches that solve for the
alignment of various modalities [19, 20, 21, 11, 22, 12, 23,
24] have also been suggested. Music gesture [25] uses the
keypoint-based structured representation to explicitly model
the body’s and finger’s dynamics motion cues for visual sound
separation. A few very recent works have also explored the
multimodal generation problem. Gan et al.[26] synthesized
plausible music for a silent video clip of people playing mu-
sical instruments. Another similar work [27] generated music
for a given video. [28] generated visually aligned sounds from
videos. In sound2sight [29], future video frames and motion
dynamics are generated by conditioning on audio and a few
past frames. In SA-CMGAN [30] self-attention mechanism
is applied to cross-modal visual-audio generation.
3. METHOD
The proposed framework consists of three modules - audio
generation module, video generation module and joint dis-
criminators module.
Audio Generation Module: It consists of an audio generator
AG, that generates audio from noise ε0 and a discrimina-
tor [31]. This generator module is parameterized through
a function Ga(ε0,Wga) where Wga are the weights of the
model. We work with the raw audio waveform, and the gen-
erator produces raw waveforms instead of spectrograms. The
generator module uses 1-D deconvolutional layers. Since
there are frequency bands present in each audio waveform,
unlike the image signal where the frequency patterns are not
so common, an image discriminator architecture doesn’t work
well for audio generation. The discriminator easily learns the
frequency pattern commonly known as the checker board ef-
fect and discards those waveforms. These artifact frequencies
occur for a particular phase. Therefore, our discriminator
needs to learn this trivial policy to discard such generated ex-
amples. To resolve this hurdle, we employ the skill of phase
shuffle operation [31] to prevent our audio discriminator from
learning such artifacts. It is parameterized through a function
Da(ε0,Wda) where Wda are the weights of the model. Gen-
erator Ga is trained to minimize the following value function,
while Da is trained to maximize it.
V (Da, Ga) = Ea∼RA [logDa(a)]+
Eε∼Pε [log(1−Da(Ga(ε0)))]
(1)
a is sampled from real data(RA) and ε is random noise.
Video Generation Module: Our video generation compo-
nent takes inspiration from the idea of decomposing videos
into a separate motion and content part [8]. Our video clips
vn = [I1, . . . , In] are composed of N frames. The temporal
relationship between the video frames is obtained by mod-
eling the latent space vector Zn. The content of the video
clips is encapsulated by introducing a context vector ZC and
is combined with every motion vector. Each input to the video
generator is a combination of the latent motion vector and the
latent content vector. Each ZI is an input to the image genera-
tor to generate each frame in the video clip. We use individual
image discriminatorDI and a video discriminatorDV to play
the role of a judge to provide criticism to video (image) gen-





(Cv(DI , DV , GI)) =
Ev∼V [logDI(S1(v))] + Ev̂∼GV [log(1−DI(S1(v̂)))]+
Ev∼V [logDV (ST (v))] + Ev̂∼GV [log(1−DV (ST (v̂)))]
S1 and ST are two sample functions for image discrimi-
nator DI and video discriminator DV which takes as input,
one frame and T consecutive frames respectively. The sample
functions S1, and ST are sampled from real V and generated
video V̂ clip. v̂ is the generated video.
Joint Discriminators: The marginal distributions are rep-
resented for audio and video as p(a) and p(v). The joint
distribution of audio and video is denoted by p(a, v). To
jointly learn the audio-video generation, we use two joint
discriminators, inspired by [32]. This pair of joint discrimi-
nators is trained to distinguish real data pairs (a, v) and two
kinds of generated data pairs (a, v̂), (â, v). The main objec-
tive of this module is to match the three joint distributions:
p(a, v), p(a, v̂)&p(â, v) such that the generated fake data
pairs (a, v̂) and (â, v) are indistinguishable from the real data
pairs (a, v). We follow an adversarial framework to match
the joint distributions. The overall-cost function for joint



















Here, A and V are the audio and video data distributions
respectively. The objective of D1 is to distinguish whether a
sample pair is from real p(a, v) or not, If the sample pair is
not from p(a, v), we use another discriminator D2 to distin-
guish if the sample pair is from p(â, v) or p(a, v̂). Both the
discriminators D1&D2 work collectively, and the use of both
of them implicitly define a ternary discriminative function D.
Fig. 2. In our proposed model, audio and video are generated using a latent noise vector. The joint discriminators are trained
on joint distributions of audio-video pairs.
Table 1. Sub-URMP Video dataset
Cat. Cello D.Bass Oboe Sax Trumpet Viola Bassoon Clarinet Horn Flute Trombone Tuba Violin
Train 881 123 394 696 100 648 135 716 475 511 787 323 707
Test 94 114 36 81 49 48 37 92 49 90 77 49 91
Table 2. Hand Motion Music Dataset(HMMD). Complete
videos refer to raw video clips collected from Youtube
for composing our HMMD dataset detailed in Section 4.1.
We had an 80:20 train-test split for the composed dataset.
AG:Acoustic Guitar
Category Cello Tabla Ghatam Erhu AG Xylophone Violin
Videos 15 3 1 12 11 10 25
Frame 1251 317 454 519 1041 800 1847
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Datasets
We compose two novel datasets to train and evaluate our
models- Sub-URMP-Video Dataset, a video version of the
Sub-URMP dataset [1] and Hand Motion Music Dataset
(HMMD). To show the effectiveness of our method, we need
videos with significant movement across frames and where
audio is directly related of the motion happening in the video
frames. We construct our own dataset (HMMD) compris-
ing videos from Youtube focusing particularly on percussion
instruments like Tabla, etc. which have significant hand
movements across frames. Both the datasets and the code
will be made publicly available.
Sub-URMP-Video Dataset: It contains 13 musical instru-
ment categories. It contains image-audio pairs with ten im-
ages per second and audio of 0.5 seconds paired with each
image. We form 10 frames per second(fps) video with 1 sec-
ond of audio and match them to make it suitable for our task.
We also manually remove the videos that contain different
speakers. The basic information is summarized in Table 1.
HMMD: There are seven types of instruments, in total and
77 video clips. The number of clips ranges from 1 to 25 for
various instruments. We preprocess the dataset to form videos
of 1 sec each having a frame rate of 25 per sec. Audio streams
are sampled at 16kHz. The proposed Hand Motion Music
Dataset consists of 6229 video-audio pairs. The details of the
dataset are present in Table 2.
4.2. Results
We compare our model with the baseline model using both
quantitative and qualitative methods such as inception score,
Statistically-Different Bins, pitch entropy, Frechet Incep-
tion Distance (FID) for audio and qualitative performance,
along with a human evaluation for video and audio. We
work with two modalities having separate architecture for
generation. The video generation module is inspired from
MoCoGAN [8], and for audio generation model, it is adapted
from WaveGAN [31]. For video generation, we used a decon-
volution layers based generator for producing 64x64 images
from a 100-dim noise vector. To the best of our knowledge,
there was no prior work in joint audio video generation as
has been iterated in the paper and therefore the absence of
a precise baseline. Consequently, we remove the joint dis-
criminator component (c) from our model and consider the
remaining model as a baseline for quantitative evaluations.
and compare the effect of joint generation to isolated gen-
erations. Therefore, the baseline model we choose are the
single modality generation components for audio and video
respectively. The other details are provided in project page 1.
Table 3. Audio Evaluation Metrics for proposed models.
BL: Baseline, JM:Proposed Joint Model
Dataset-Model Human(↑)NDB(↓) FID(↓) IS(↑) PE(↓)
S-URMP(BL) 3.2 14 111.25 1.38 7.53
S-URMP(JM) 3.6 10 97.43 1.44 6.12
HMMD(BL) 3.1 36 93.00 1.34 7.33
HMMD(JM 3.4 29 79.89 1.48 5.42
Table 4. Video Evaluation Metrics for the proposed models
Dataset Model Human(↑) IS(↑)
Sub-URMP Ground Truth 4.6 1.42
Sub-URMP Baseline 3.1 1.88
Sub-URMP Joint Model 3.7 1.91
HMMD Ground Truth 4.8 1.26
HMMD Baseline 2.9 4.24
HMMD Joint Model 3.5 4.33
4.3. Audio Performance Evaluation method
To validate the proposed model, we provide a quantitative
analysis of the generated audio signals. The audio signals are
generated using only noise as a latent vector, unlike the previ-
ously proposed methods [1, 2] that use a conditional vector for
audio generation. We also compare the quality of the audio
signal produced without the joint discriminator model. From
this assessment, we can clearly say that the joint audio-video
model helps to generate better audio samples.
4.4. Video Performance Evaluation
We also validate our model using the video generation task.
The state-of-art video generation model [8] is considered as a
baseline for our task which is a component of our joint model.
We cannot compare our model with other video generation
methods because they rely on conditional video generation
which is a much easier task. The generated frames are shown
in Figure- 3 for Sub-URMP dataset. We observe that the joint
audio-video generation framework helps the model to learn
better video frames. We observe that the inception score im-
proves 0.3% for Sub-URMP and 0.9% for HMMD dataset.
Fig. 3. Results on Sub-URMP Dataset:In this figure, the first
row indicates the given ground truth video. The second row
indicates generated videos for our baseline model and third
row shows generated video through our joint model
1https://delta-lab-iitk.github.io/AVG/
5. ANALYSIS
The joint model outperforms the baseline models in all our
evaluations-in Table 2 as well as Table 4. We have desig-
nated alongside every evaluation metric with arrows, where
up-arrow (↑) indicates that a larger value is better and simi-
larly the down-arrow (↓) suggests that a lower value is better.
Comparison with Deep Cross model generation: In Deep
cross-modal generation [1], audio and image generations are
conditional in nature. But in our proposed model, audio and
video are generated from a latent noise vector. The former
also uses the music class label for generation while our work
is completely unsupervised. Another difference is that we are
generating videos (a sequence of image frames ), which is a
more challenging task, unlike the previous work which gen-
erates only images.
Comparison with CMC GAN: The CMC-GAN [2] uses the
cycle consistency between generated audio and video sam-
ples. However, this work too relies on conditional generation
of audio and images data. It faces the same drawback as the
previous one as it works only on images and not on videos
whereas our model generates audio and video modalities col-
laboratively without conditioning on each other.
Comparison with Triangle GAN: The Triangle GAN [32]
model too does conditional generation by joint training of the
modalities. Again, our work does not use any conditional de-
pendence rather it jointly learns the audio-video generation.
Comparison with independent modality Generation model:
The other video generation models such as MoCoGAN [8]
do not consider audio modality for generating videos. Sim-
ilarly audio generation models such as WaveGAN [33] also
generate audio without considering the video information.
Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, there are no other
models available that can generate audio and video simulta-
neously by jointly training the generators.
Comparison with SA-CMGAN: In SA-CMGAN [30] au-
dios and images are generated using the conditional GAN,
while we generate videos and audio, which is more challeng-
ing using the joint learning. They also use the class label
while training the model. In contrast to it, proposed frame-
work is completely unsupervised.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a collaborative generation paradigm
for audio and video generation without any conditioning in-
volved. It can also be trained for an end to end fashion for
better convenience. The generated videos and audio are re-
alistic, as is manifested by numerous experiments as well as
human evaluation. The results clearly depict that collabo-
rative generation successfully takes advantage of the subtle
relationship that video stream has with the audio stream to
generate naturalistic images and improved quality audio.
The proposed two datasets will immensely help the commu-
nity in audio-visual research. Using collaborative generation
of related modalities to improve the quality of individual
modalities generated is a promising direction which we have
initiated through this work. Hence, we believe that this paper
will act as a catalyst for work in multimodal generation.
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